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0. Preliminary remarks

• Bidimensional approaches: the role of 
(inflectional) aspect morphology in actional 
classification (e.g. Breu 1994, Breu 1998)
• in language-specific and crosslinguistic terms

• Considerable interest in crosslinguistic variation 
in the 1990s (Sasse 1991, Smith 1991/1997, 
Bertinetto et al. 1995, 2. vols, Sasse 1997, 
Breu 2000, Johanson 2000, Ebert & Zúñiga
2001, Sasse 2002)
• interest among typologists wanes after that
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0. Preliminary remarks

• The research program by Sergei Tatevosov, 
begins with the 2002 paper, culminates in the 
2016 book
• largely unknown in the West (mostly written in 

Russian)

• Significant interest among linguists working on 
Bantu languages since early 2000s
• confined to the research of Bantu languages
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1. Definitions 
and goals
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1.1 Two-phase verbs [φDτφs]: 
‘lie (down)’

the moment when the horizontal position is assumed

↑
culmination (τ)

≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈║========
preparatory

phase (φ1/φD)

resultant phase

(= state) (φ2/φS)

↓ ↓
the horizontal position is 

being assumed

the horizontal position has 

been assumed

The schema is adapted from Moens & 
Steedman (1988) and Johanson (2000); 
symbols from Bickel (1996, 1997)
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1.1 Two-phase verbs [φDτφS]

•Actional (aspectual) class 
lexicalizing three elements: 
• preparatory phase: ‘is lying down’ →
[φ1/φD]

• culmination (natural endpoint, 
transition, change of state, 
transformation etc.): ‘lay down’ → [τ]

• resultant phase: ‘is lying, lies’ →
[φ2/φS]
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1.2 Previous work

• Bickel (1996)
• the term ‘two-phase verbs’, describes Belhare (Sino-

Tibetan, Kiranti; Nepal)

• Breu (1998)
• stated in the ILA model, describes Russian (the class is 

called Inchoativa)

• Botne & Kershner (2008), Botne (2003) etc.
• ‘transitional achievements’
• model designed to deal with Bantu languages

• Tatevosov (2016)
• two subtypes (resultant phase = stative or dynamic)
• describes Mari (Uralic), Bagvalal and Karachay-Balkar 

(Turkic); also Tatar in Tatevosov (2002)
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1.3 Goals

• Description of a non-Vendlerian actional 
class
• comparison with one-phase verbs 

(accomplishments and inchoative states)

• A case study / an exercise in 
crosslinguistic comparison of actional 
classes
• starting point: actional features are 

universal; actional classes are not a priori 
transferable across languages (Fintel & 
Matthewson 2008: 153–154; Bar-el 2015)
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1.3 Goals

•Crucial: how to detect this class 
across different kinds of aspect 
systems (crosslinguistic identification)
• the PFV-IPFV aspect system is the 
default in bidimensional approaches 
but it is not the only kind of aspect 
system
• the Bantu aspect system as attested in 
Nyakyusa

• the system with an extended PROG (an 
old resultative?) as attested in Belhare
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1.4 Sample

• In semantic typology (comparative 
semantics), traditional sampling methods 
are rarely applicable (cf. Koptjevskaja-
Tamm, Rakhilina & Vanhove 2016)
• small convenience samples

• Sampled languages are on the handout
• only languages with reasonably exhaustive 

and reliable descriptions were included in the 
sample

• Japanese and Mapudungun are not discussed 
here
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1.5 Why two-phase verbs 
[φDτφS]

•A non-Vendlerian class

•Theoretically and typologically 
interesting since most verbs appear 
to lexicalize one phase only, e.g.:
• accomplishments: preparatory 
phase + culmination → [φDτ]

• inchoative states: culmination + 
resultant phase → [τφS]
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1.5 Two-phase verbs [φDτφs] 
vs. accomplishments [φDτ]

the moment when the horizontal position is assumed

↑
culmination (τ)

≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈║========
preparatory

phase (φ1/φD)

resultant phase

(= state) (φ2/φS)

↓ ↓
the horizontal position is 

being assumed

the horizontal position has 

been assumed
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1.6 Two-phase verbs [φDτφs] 
vs. inchoative states [τφS]

the moment when the horizontal position is assumed

↑
culmination (τ)

≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈║========
preparatory

phase (φ1/φD)

resultant phase

(= state) (φ2/φS)

↓ ↓
the horizontal position is 

being assumed

the horizontal position has 

been assumed
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1.7 What is meant by 
‘lexicalize’?
• The two phases need to be available to the 

inflectional aspect grams of the language
• „derivational” markers are excluded (e.g. 

resultative)

• Two-phase verbs are conceived of as an 
aspect-sensitive class (Breu 1994; Tatevosov
2002, 2016)

• Actional class (character) of the verb is a union 
of actional meanings (operanda) associated 
with inflectional aspectual grams (operators)

• Actional meanings: two phases (φD, φS), 
culmination (τ)
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1.7 Two-phase verbs as an 
aspect-sensitive class
• Two-phase verbs [φDτφS] as an aspect 
sensitive class in the PFV-IPFV system 
(„the default”)
• preparatory phase (φ1/φD) = IPFV
• resultant phase (φ2/φS) = IPFV
• culmination (τ) = PFV

• Actional class with an ambiguous IPFV 
gram
• Important: lexicalization implies that 
there is no coercion involved
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1.7 Two-phase verbs in the 
PFV-IPFV system

16

≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ ║ ========

φD τ φS

‘is lying down’ ‘is lying’



1.7 Two-phase verbs [φDτφS] vs. 
accomplishments [φDτ] and inchoative 
states [τφS] in Bagvalal (Tatevosov 2002)

Class → [φDτφS] [φDτ] [τφS] 

Bagvalal
verb →

helli ‘lie
(down)’

b-ič’ ‘die’ heri
‘be(come)
frightened’ 

IPFV → φD is lying down is dying *is becoming
afraid

PFV → τ lay down died got afraid

IPFV → φS is lying, lies *is dead is afraid
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1.8 Two phases, one lexical 
representation
• The cases where one verb can refer to 
both phases but in different syntactic 
environments and/or with a difference 
in meaning are not considered 
instances of two-phase verbs

• Actional character is a property of the 
verb meaning, and not of the verb 
lexeme (Breu 1994)
• 1 verb meaning = 1 lexical 
representation
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1.8 Two-phases, one lexical 
representation

•Example (2): verb okružat’ refers to 
both phases, but in different 
syntactic environments

•Example (3): verb vesti refers to 
both phases, but in different senses

•Cf. example (4): both phases are 
available, syntactic environment is 
the same, verb meaning is the same
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2. Comparative 
analysis
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2.1 Aspect systems

•An aspect system consists of 
obligatory and mutually exclusive 
inflectional aspect grams

•Obligatoriness of grams is correlated 
with their lexical generality and 
semantic abstractness
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2.1 Aspect grams across 
languages: comparative concepts

•The main issue: how to ensure 
crosslinguistic comparability of 
actional aspect-sensitive classes
• comparability of aspect systems

•Aspect grams are comparative 
concepts and are built upon other 
comparative concepts
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2.1 Aspect grams across 
languages: comparative concepts

• Building blocks of aspect grams are etic 
comparative concepts (Haspelmath 2018: 
85–89) such as:
• translation contexts included in 

TMAQ/PROGQ (Dahl 1985, 2000) – cf. 
Tatevosov (2015: 52–61) for a consistent 
application

• selected verb meanings (cf. Hartmann, 
Taylor & Haspelmath 2013) 

• taxis configurations (sequence, simultaneity, 
Inzidenzschema) etc.
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2.2 The PFV-IPFV system and 
two-phase verbs

• The classic Comrie-Dahl PFV-IPFV system

• Two-phase verbs are primarily known 
from this kind of aspect system

IPFV PFV

ongoing
episodic

habitual-
generic

‘state
exists’

completion
+ 

terminaton

‘I’m working’
‘I work’

‘Snakes bite’
‘I know’

‘I built (sth)’
‘I wrote’
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2.2 The PFV-IPFV system and 
two-phase verbs

•Two-phase verbs [φDτφS] as an 
aspect-sensitive class in the PFV-
IPFV system
• preparatory phase (φ1/φD) = IPFV

• resultant phase (φ2/φS) = IPFV

• culmination (τ) = PFV

•Actional class with an ambiguous 
IPFV gram
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2.2 The PFV-IPFV system: linking 
aspectual and actional properties

IPFV PFV

ongoing
episodic

habitual-
generic

‘state
exists’

completion
+ 

terminaton

‘I’m working’
‘I work’

‘Snakes bite’
‘I know’

‘I built (sth)’
‘I wrote’

≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ ║ ========

φD τ φS
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2.2 The PFV-IPFV system: 
distribution

• Two-phase verbs in the PFV-IPFV 
system are well-attested in many 
Eurasian languages
• Mari (Uralic), many Turkic languages and 
languages of the Caucasus (Laz, 
Bagvalal)

• Also in Russian, Italian (only indossare
‘get dressed, wear’), Croatian (at least 
skrivati se ‘hide (intr.)’)
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2.2 The PFV-IPFV system: 
distribution

•Why unattested elsewhere?
• the class easily escapes notice if the 
researcher is not aware of the class in 
advance

• ambiguity of IPFV?
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2.2 The PFV-IPFV system: 
other issues

•Both interpretations (i.e. both 
phases) appear to be equally 
possible (but: not specifically 
addressed in any of the works 
consulted)

•Membership: fairly limited but 
consistent (see handout)
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2.2 The PFV-IPFV system: 
membership

30

Bagvalal Mari
Karachay-

Balkar
Tatar Laz

boil boil hide lie (positional) hide

fly fly freeze sit

burn freeze sit sleep

stop catch/hold stand_1 stop

catch/hold stand_2

lie (positional) hold/catch

lie (positional)

sleep



2.3 The system with the 
progressive aspect: English

•Only one two-phase verb is attested 
in English: hide

•Example (5)
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2.4 The perfective+’state exists’ 
system: Nyakyusa (Bantu)

~IPFV ~PFV

ongoing
episodic

habitual-
generic

‘state exists’
completion + 
terminaton

‘I’m working’
‘I work’

‘Snakes bite’
‘I know’

‘I built’
‘I wrote’

IPFV PFV

ongoing
episodic

habitual-
generic

‘state exists’
completion + 
terminaton

‘I’m working’
‘I work’

‘Snakes bite’
‘I know’

‘I built (sth)’
‘I wrote’
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2.4 The perfective+’state exists’ 
system: Nyakyusa (Bantu)

•Aspect systems across Bantu 
languages?
• the literature is vast

•The system is rarely clearly 
distinguished from the PFV-IPFV 
system

•The system is similar to some types 
of the factative system (Šluinskij
2012; cf. Nurse et al. 2016: 25-27)
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2.4 The perfective+’state exists’ 
system: Nyakyusa (Bantu)
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2.4 The perfective+’state exists’ 
system: Nyakyusa (Bantu)

•The two-phase verbs [φDτφS] are 
referred to by different grams 
(example (6))
• preliminary phase (φ1/φD) = ~IPFV

• resultant phase (φ2/φS) = ~PFV

≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ ║ ========

φD τ φS

~IPFV ~PFV ~PFV
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2.4 The perfective+’state exists’ 
system: Nyakyusa (Bantu)

~IPFV ~PFV

ongoing
episodic

habitual-
generic

‘state exists’
completion + 
terminaton

‘I’m working’
‘I work’

‘Snakes bite’
‘I know’

‘I built’
‘I wrote’

≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ ║ ========

φD τ φS

~IPFV ~PFV ~PFV
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2.4 Two-phase verbs in Bantu

•Two-phase verbs are called 
transitional achievements (and 
accomplishments?) in the Botne-
Kershner classification (Crane & 
Persohn 2019: Appendix)

•Well attested within Bantu: Crane & 
Persohn (2019: Appendix)
• e.g. Southern Ndebele (Crane & 
Persohn 2019: 305–306)
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2.4 Two-phase verbs in Bantu

•More central position of two-phase 
verbs in Bantu is noteworthy when 
compared with the PFV-IPFV languages, 
where two-phase verbs are rather 
exceptional (as we have seen)
• this may have to do with the fact that in 
the PFV-IPFV system two-phase verbs 
involve an ambiguity of the IPFV gram

• whereas in Bantu, the two phases are 
selected by distinct grams
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2.4 Two-phase vs. one-phase 
verbs in Nyakyusa (Bantu)
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2.4 Two-phase vs. one-phase 
verbs in Nyakyusa (Bantu)

• (simple) accomplishments [φDτ]: 
•~IPFV = φD

(Example 7a: ‘is waking up’)

•~PFV = τ /*φS
(Example 7b: ‘has woken up’ / *‘is awake’)

40

≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ ║ ========

φD τ φS

~IPFV ~PFV *~PFV



2.4 Two-phase vs. one-phase 
verbs in Nyakyusa (Bantu)
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2.4 Two-phase vs. one-phase 
verbs in Nyakyusa (Bantu)
• Inchoative states [τφS]:

*(Botne/Persohn: resultative achievements)

•~IPFV = futurate and habitual-
generic readings only (example 8a)

•~PFV = φS, τ (example 8b)

42

≈≈≈≈≈≈≈≈ ║ ========

φD τ φS

*~IPFV ~PFV ~PFV



2.4 Two-phase vs. one-phase 
verbs in Nyakyusa (Bantu)

• some inchoative states* [τφS] can 
be coerced into a two-phase 
reading, in clear contrast to two-
phase verbs** (Persohn 2017: 
132ff.)
*(Persohn/Botne: resultative achievements)
**(Persohn/Botne: transitional accompl./achiev.)
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2.5 The system where PROG is 
an old resultative

•Belhare (Sino-Tibetan)
[also: Mapudungun (isol.), Japanese – not 
discussed here]

PROG
NONPROG / 

PROG
NONPROG / 

PROG (?)
NONPROG

ongoing
episodic

habitual-
generic

‘state exists’
completion + 
terminaton

‘I’m working’
‘I work’

‘Snakes bite’
‘I know’

‘I built’
‘I wrote’
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2.5 The system where PROG is 
an old resultative: Belhare
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2.5 The system where PROG is 
an old resultative: Belhare

•The two phases (φD and φS) are 
referred to by the following grams:
• preliminary phase (φ1/φD) = PROG* 
→ example (9a)
*(called ‘Temporary’ by Bickel)

• resultant phase (φ2/φS) = NONPROG
(‘Simple’) and PROG
→ examples (9a), (9b)

• culmination (τ) = NONPROG
→ example (9b)
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2.5 The system where PROG is 
an old resultative: Belhare
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2.5 The system where PROG is 
an old resultative: Belhare

•Contrast with inchoative states 
[τφS]:
• the preliminary-phase reading is not
available with PROG → example (10)

48

Aspect
gram ▼

[φDτφS]: makkhorok
‘be(come) black’

[τφS]: misen nima
‘get to know’

PROG is becoming black (φD), 
is black (φS)

*is getting to know
(φD), knows (φS)

NONPROG turned black (τ), is/was
black (φS)

got to know (τ), 
knows/knew (φS)



3. Conclusions
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3.1 Concluding remarks

• Two-phase verbs have been identified in 
three kinds of aspect systems
• The investigation has however exposed 
gaps in our understanding of the 
aspect-systems other than the „default” 
PFV-IPFV one
• Comparison of actional classes crucially 
hinges upon on our understanding of 
typology of aspect systems (systems –
not grams!)
→ the notion of aspect-sensitive classes
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3.2 Outstanding issues

•Origins of two-phase verbs → any 
connection to the history of 
individual grams?

•To be investigated in the languages 
where PROG is an old resultative 
(work in progress)
• significant clues in Japanese, 
Mapudungun

•Bantu: the history of -ile?
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4. Bibliography…

•…is on the handout

•Thank you for your attention
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